
Being Lovingly Neutral -  [To Linda Coates Question Nov 1] Linda, thanks for sharing, you are 
likely expressing what others feel as well. My point was its not our intent to use this group and 
the group power to overrule any individuals or group of individuals Free Will choices. Obviously 
there are many now who are choosing for War. (By the way, each of us who would claim to not 
be choosing war still contribute whenever we are in inner conflict or in conflict with another no 
matter how slight.) All that adds up and supports the global manifestations of war. 
 
The Homeland or Christ Consciousness honors the choices of all Beings above all else. An 
example of this is that Jeshua never healed indescrimeently he always asked “Do you believe?” 
in doing so he was honoring and joining with their Free will. Did you know there is a “Warrior 
Realm” were all they do is war? Al was on journey with Jesus once when they came upon that 
realm. Al was a bit disturbed and insinuated to Jesus that maybe they should do something about 
it. Jesus’s response was those beings in that realm were exercising their free will choices, he 
honored and celebrated their right to do so. 
 
Of course as you suggested above joining with the will of others is always possible. Nothing here 
seeks to limit anyones ability to do just as you suggest so clearly. It is simply not the overall 
intent of this group or our shared purpose. 
 
Jesus’s 7 major incarnations, The Elders Rescue Works and the Al Miner/Lama Sing work were 
all to set souls FREE from finiteness and the cycles of birth and death. What we are about here is 
Claiming Utter Freedom and Freeing ourselves from the Wheel of incarnation & Karma thereby 
ending our involvement with finite realms like earth. 
 
Loving Neutrality is the key as it sets one free. The Peace, Balance and Harmony offered in BBiP 
was toward this end as well. As well intended as seeking to make change, yes even positive 
change on earth is, it can bind one to the earth and the intended or hoped for outcomes. Lama 
Sing has said Love, yes even Love can even be a limit. 
 
Setting ourselves FREE and claiming Utter Freedom as a group while still in the earth will no 
doubt have PROFOUND effects upon the earth by our simple being and presence. 
 
This is a good opportunity for all gathered around this work to determine if your Spirit is calling 
you to Utter Freedom or continued involvement in the earth. Both are equal and perfectly 
legitimate choices, one is not better or higher that the other. However they are very different. 
 
So Linda you are right, you do KNOW all that you suggested can be chosen. The point is does it 
align with our group intent for Utter Freedom from finiteness and the intent of this group of 
Reclaiming and Actualizing our Divine Primordial Consciousness. We never loose our ability to 
co-create we would simply do it in Union with God beyond the finite realms. 
 



Thank you for the great question. 
 
John Mark 


